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QUESTION 1

A DevOps Engineer has cloned an environment, and configurations must be adjusted for the environment to function
correctly. Due to the cloning, the domain and IPs changed during the process. 

Specifically for content activation, which two parts of the configurations must be altered? (Choose two.) 

A. The user of the flush agents 

B. The transport URI of the replication agents 

C. The transport URI of the flush agents 

D. The transport URI of the dispatcher configuration 

E. The user of the static content agent 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 2

An html page is published and is accessible through the dispatcher. A client is trying to access the updated page but is
not getting the updated content. 

A rule /type “allow” /glob “*.html” is present in the dispatcher /cache /rules configuration The HTTP header “Cache-
Control: max-age=3600” is set for all requests with the html extension The /invalidate section is not set in the dispatcher
configuration A flush agent is configured on the publish instance A CDN is serving all static content including html files
and was flushed manually 

Why does the content fail to update on the client side? 

A. The file was cached on the client side in the browser cache. 

B. There is no /invalidate section present in the dispatcher configuration to invalidate the updated content. 

C. The flush occurred before the content was replicated because there are a lot of items in the queue. 

D. The content is still cached in the dispatcher after the CDN flush. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

The AEM site has a large number of DAM assets. Users report that searching for assets through Asset Search in AEM
is making AEM incredibly slow and sometimes even bringing the instance down. To solve this problem, the DevOps
Engineer requires the index to be updated. 

Which steps are required to index the DAM nodes with minimal interruptions to the users? 
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A. In CRXDE, open the node: /content/dam/collections and set the reindex property to "true" 

B. In CRXDE, open the node: /oak:index/workflowDataLucene and set the reindex property to "true" 

C. Take the AEM instance offline and run oak-run.jar to reindex the TarMK 

D. In CRXDE, open the node: /oak:index/damAssetLucene and set the reindex property to "true" 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

An setup requires custom error pages to be delivered by the webserver. The DevOps Engineer must configure the
dispatcher so that the webserver delivers such error pages and not AEM. The webserver is configured with an error
document directive for the specific error codes. 

To what value should the dispatcher parameter be set? 

A. DispatcherServeError 0 

B. DispatcherServeError 1 

C. DispatcherPassError 1 

D. DispatcherPassError 0 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://adobe-consulting-services.github.io/acs-aem-commons/features/error-handler/ index.html 

 

QUESTION 5

The DevOps Engineer should copy users and groups from an existing environment to another one, except for the
"admin" user. 

What first action should be taken to build the users package? 

A. Add a filter for "/home/users/admin" 

B. Add an exclude pattern from "/home/users/admin" 

C. Run the query "/jcr:root/home/users//element(*,rep:User)[@rep:principalName="admin"]" 

D. Run the query "/jcr:root/home/users//element(*,rep:User)[@rep:userName="admin"]" 

Correct Answer: A 
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